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Abstract
In this paper we study unitary braid group representations associated with Majorana
Fermions. Majorana Fermions are represented by Majorana operators, elements of a Clifford
algebra. The paper recalls and proves a general result about braid group representations as-
sociated with Clifford algebras, and compares this result with the Ivanov braiding associated
with Majorana operators. The paper generalizes observations of Kauffman and Lomonaco
and of Mo-Lin Ge to show that certain strings of Majorana operators give rise to extraspecial
2-groups and to braiding representations of the Ivanov type.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we study a Clifford algebra generated by non-commuting elements of square equal to
one and the relationship of this algebra with braid group representations and Majorana Fermions
[10, 34, 30]. Majorana Fermions can be seen not only in the structure of collectivities of elec-
trons, as in the quantum Hall effect [40], but also in the structure of single electrons both by
experiments with electrons in nanowires [33, 2] and also by the decomposition of the operator
algebra for a Fermion [9] into a Clifford algebra generated by two Majorana operators. Majo-
rana Fermions have been discussed by this author and his collaborators in [34, 30, 13, 23, 24,
11, 22, 27, 31, 28, 29, 39] and parts of the present paper depend strongly on this previous work.
In order to make this paper self-contained, we have deliberately taken explanations, definitions
and formulations from these previous papers, indicating the references when it is appropriate.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss these braiding representations, important for relationships
among physics, quantum information and topology.
We study Clifford algebra and its relationship with braid group representations related to
Majorana Fermion operators. Majorana Fermion operators a and b are defined, so that the creation
and annihilation operators ψ† and ψ for a single standard Fermion can be expressed through them.
The Fermion operators satisfy the well known algebraic rules:
(ψ†)2 = ψ2 = 0,
ψψ† + ψ†ψ = 1.
Remarkably, these equations are satisfied if we take
ψ = (a+ ib)/2,
ψ† = (a− ib)/2
where the Majorana operators a, b satisfy
a† = a, b† = b,
a2 = b2 = 1, ab+ ba = 0.
In certain situations, it has been conjectured and partially verified by experiments [33, 34] that
electrons (in low temperature nano-wires) may behave as though each electron were physically a
pair of Majorana particles described by these Majorana operators. In this case the mathematics
of the braid group representations that we study may have physical reality.
Particles corresponding to the Clifford algebra generated by a and b described in the last
paragraph are called Majorana particles because they satisfy a† = a and b† = b indicating that
they are their own anti-particles. Majorana [36] analyzed real solutions to the Dirac equation
[6, 32] and conjectured the existence of such particles that would be their own anti-particle. It
has been conjectured that the neutrino is such a particle. Only more recently [10, 34] has it been
suggested that electrons may be composed of pairs of Majorana particles. It is common to speak
of Majorana particles when referring to particles that satisfy the interaction rules for the origi-
nal Majorana particles. These interaction rules are, for a given particle P , that P can interact
with another identical P to produce a single P or to produce an annihilation. For this, we write
PP = P +1 where the right hand side is to be read as a superposition of the possibilities P and 1
where 1 stands for the state of annihilation, the absence of the particle P.We refer to this equation
as the fusion rules for a Majorana Fermion. In modeling the quantum Hall effect [40, 7, 3, 4],
the braiding of quasi-particles (collective excitations) leads to non-trival representations of the
Artin braid group. Such particles are called anyons. The braiding in these models is related to
topological quantum field theory.
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Thus there are two algebraic descriptions for Majorana Fermions – the fusion rules, and the
associated Clifford algebra. One may use both the Clifford algebra and the fusion rules in a single
physical situation. However, for studying braiding, it turns out that the Clifford algebra leads to
braiding and so does the fusion algebra in the so-called Fibonacci model (while the Fibonacci
model is not directly related to the Clifford algebra). Thus we can discuss these two forms of
braiding. We show mathematical commonality between them in the appendix to the present pa-
per. Both forms of braiding could be present in a single physical system. For example, in the
quantum Hall systems, the anyons (collective excitiations of electrons) can behave according to
the Fibonacci model, and the edge effects of these anyons can be modeled using Clifford alge-
braic braiding for Majorana Fermions.
Braiding operators associated withMajorana operators are described as follows. Let {c1, c2, · · · , cn}
denote a collection of Majorana operators such that c2k = 1 for k = 1, · · · , n and cicj + cjci = 0
when i 6= j. Take the indices {1, 2, ..., n} as a set of residuces modulo n so that n+1 = 1. Define
operators
σk = (1 + ck+1ck)/
√
2
for k = 1, · · ·n where it is understood that cn+1 = c1 since n + 1 = 1 modulo n. Then one can
verify that
σiσj = σjσi
when |i− j| ≥ 2 and that
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1
for all i = 1, · · ·n. Thus
{σ1, · · · , σn−1}
describes a representation of the n-strand Artin braid group Bn. As we shall see in Section 3, this
representation has very interesting properties and it leads to unitary representations of the braid
group that can support partial topological computing. What is missing to support full topological
quantum computing in this representation is a sufficient structure of U(2) transformations. These
must be supplied along with the braiding operators. It remains to be seen if the braiding of Majo-
rana operator constituents of electrons can be measured, and if the physical world will yield this
form of partial topological computing.
Here is an outline of the contents of the paper. Section 2 reviews the definition of the Artin
braid group and emphasizes that the braid group on n strands, Bn, is a natural extension of
the symmetric group on n letters. Along with its topological interpretations, this proximity to
the symmetric group probably explains the many appearances of the braid group in physical
and mathematical problems. Section 3 dicusses how unitary braiding operators can be (in the
presence of local unitary transformations) universal gates for quantum computing and why cer-
tain solutions of the Yang-Baxter (braiding) equation, when entangling, are such universal gates.
Section 4 discusses how a Clifford algebra of Majorana Fermion operators can produce braiding
representations. We recall the Clifford Braiding Theorem of [31] and we show how extraspe-
cial 2-groups give rise to representations of the Artin Braid Group. In Section 4 we show how
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Majorana Fermions can be used to construct represenations of the Temperley-Lieb algebra and
we analyze corresponding braid group representations, showing that they are equivalent to our
already-constructed representations from the Clifford Braiding Theorem. In section 6 we show
how the Ivanov [10] representation of the braid group on a space of Majorana Fermions gener-
ates a 4 × 4 universal quantum gate that is also a braiding operator. This shows how Majorana
Fermions can appear at the base of (partial) topological quantum computing. We say partial here
because a universal topological gate of this type must be supported by local unitary transforma-
tions not necessarily generated by the Majorana Fermions. In section 7 we consider the Bell
Basis Change Matrix BII and braid group representations that are related to it. The matrix itself
is a solution to the Yang-Baxter equation and so it is a universal gate for partial topological com-
puting [22]. Mo-Lin Ge has observed that BII = (I +M)/
√
2 where M2 = −I. In fact, we
take
M =


0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0

 =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 . (1)
Let
A =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , B =


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 . (2)
ThusM = AB and A2 = B2 = I while AB + BA = 0. Thus we can take A and B themselves
as Majorana Fermion operators. This is our key observation in this paper. The fact that the
matrixM factors into a product of (Clifford algebraic) Majorana Fermion operators means that
the extraspecial 2-group associated with M can be seen as the result of a string of Majorana
operators where we define such a string as follows: A list of pairs Ak, Bk of Majorana operators
that satisfies the identities below is said to be a string of Majorana operators.
A2i = B
2
i = 1, (3)
AiBi = −BiAi, (4)
AiBi+1 = −Bi+1Ai, (5)
Ai+1Bi = BiAi+1, (6)
AiBj = BjAi, for |i− j| > 1 (7)
AiAj = AjAi (8)
BiBj = BjBi for all i and j. (9)
Letting Mi = AiBi we obtain an extraspecial 2-group and by the Extraspecial 2-Group
Braiding Theorem of Section 4, a representation of the Artin Braid group with generators σi =
(I+AiBi)/
√
2. If we think of the Majorana Fermions Ai and Bi as anyonic particles, then it will
be of great interest to formulate a Hamiltonian for them and to analyze them in analogy with the
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Kitaev spin chain. This project will be carried out in a sequel to the present paper.
In this paper, we continue a description of the relationship of the Majorana string for the BII
matrix and the work of Mo-Lin Ge [8] relating with an extraspecial 2-group and with the topo-
logical order in the Kitaev spin chain. We believe that our formulation of the Majorana string
sheds new light on this relationship.
The last section of the paper is an appendix on braid group representations of the quaternions.
As the reader can see, the different braid group representations studied in this paper all stem
from the same formal considerations that occur in classifying quaternionic braid representations.
The essential reason for this is that given three Majorana Fermions A,B,C that pairwise anti-
commute and such that A2 = B2 = C2 = 1, then the Clifford elements BA,CB,AC generate
a copy of the quaternions. Thus our Clifford braiding representations are generalizations of par-
ticular quaternionic braiding. The appendix is designed to show that the quaternions are a rich
source of connection among these representations, including the Fibonacci model [23, 27], which
is briefly discussed herein.
Acknowledgement. Much of this paper is based upon our joint work in the papers [14, 16, 15,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 13]. We have woven this work into the present paper in
a form that is coupled with recent and previous work on relations with logic and with Majorana
Fermions. It gives the author great pleasure to thank the Simons Foundation for support under
Collaboration Grant, Award Number 426075.
2 Braids
A braid is an embedding of a collection of strands that have their ends in two rows of points that
are set one above the other with respect to a choice of vertical. The strands are not individually
knotted and they are disjoint from one another. See Figures 1, and 2 for illustrations of braids
and moves on braids. Braids can be multiplied by attaching the bottom row of one braid to the top
row of the other braid. Taken up to ambient isotopy, fixing the endpoints, the braids form a group
under this notion of multiplication. In Figure 1 we illustrate the form of the basic generators of
the braid group, and the form of the relations among these generators. Figure 2 illustrates how to
close a braid by attaching the top strands to the bottom strands by a collection of parallel arcs. A
key theorem of Alexander states that every knot or link can be represented as a closed braid. Thus
the theory of braids is critical to the theory of knots and links. Figure 2 illustrates the famous
Borromean Rings (a link of three unknotted loops such that any two of the loops are unlinked) as
the closure of a braid.
Let Bn denote the Artin braid group on n strands. We recall here that Bn is generated by
elementary braids {s1, . . . , sn−1} with relations
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1s1
-1s = 1
1s 2s 1s 2s 1s 2s=
1s 3s 1s3s=
Figure 1: Braid Generators
1. sisj = sjsi for |i− j| > 1,
2. sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n− 2.
See Figure 1 for an illustration of the elementary braids and their relations. Note that the braid
group has a diagrammatic topological interpretation, where a braid is an intertwining of strands
that lead from one set of n points to another set of n points. The braid generators si are repre-
sented by diagrams where the i-th and (i + 1)-th strands wind around one another by a single
half-twist (the sense of this turn is shown in Figure 1) and all other strands drop straight to the
bottom. Braids are diagrammed vertically as in Figure 1, and the products are taken in order from
top to bottom. The product of two braid diagrams is accomplished by adjoining the top strands
of one braid to the bottom strands of the other braid.
In Figure 1 we have restricted the illustration to the four-stranded braid group B4. In that fig-
ure the three braid generators ofB4 are shown, and then the inverse of the first generator is drawn.
Following this, one sees the identities s1s
−1
1 = 1 (where the identity element in B4 consists in
four vertical strands), s1s2s1 = s2s1s2, and finally s1s3 = s3s1.
Braids are a key structure in mathematics. It is not just that they are a collection of groups
with a vivid topological interpretation. From the algebraic point of view the braid groups Bn
are important extensions of the symmetric groups Sn. Recall that the symmetric group Sn of all
permutations of n distinct objects has presentation as shown below.
1. s2i = 1 for i = 1, . . . n− 1,
2. sisj = sjsi for |i− j| > 1,
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b CL(b)
Figure 2: Borromean Rings as a Braid Closure
3. sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 for i = 1, . . . n− 2.
Thus Sn is obtained from Bn by setting the square of each braiding generator equal to one.
We have an exact sequence of groups
1 −→ P (n) −→ Bn −→ Sn −→ 1
exhibiting the Artin braid group as an extension of the symmetric group. The kernel P (n) is the
pure braid group, consisting in those braids where each strand returns to its original position.
In the next sections we shall show how representations of the Artin braid group, rich enough
to provide a dense set of transformations in the unitary groups (see [23] and references therein),
arise in relation to Fermions and Majorana Fermions. Braid groups are in principle fundamental
to quantum computation and quantum information theory.
3 Braiding Operators and Universal Quantum Gates
A key concept in the construction of quantum link invariants is the association of a Yang-Baxter
operator R to each elementary crossing in a link diagram. The operator R is a linear mapping
R : V ⊗ V −→ V ⊗ V
defined on the 2-fold tensor product of a vector space V, generalizing the permutation of the
factors (i.e., generalizing a swap gate when V represents one qubit). Such transformations are
not necessarily unitary in topological applications. It is useful to understand when they can be
replaced by unitary transformations for the purpose of quantum computing. Such unitary R-
matrices can be used to make unitary representations of the Artin braid group.
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Figure 3: The Yang-Baxter equation
More information about the material sketched in this section can be found in [12, 23, 22].
A solution to the Yang-Baxter equation, as described in the last paragraph is a matrix R,
regarded as a mapping of a two-fold tensor product of a vector space V ⊗V to itself that satisfies
the equation
(R⊗ I)(I ⊗R)(R⊗ I) = (I ⊗ R)(R⊗ I)(I ⊗ R).
From the point of view of topology, the matrix R is regarded as representing an elementary bit
of braiding represented by one string crossing over another. In Figure 3 we have illustrated the
braiding identity that corresponds to the Yang-Baxter equation. Each braiding picture with its
three input lines (below) and output lines (above) corresponds to a mapping of the three fold
tensor product of the vector space V to itself, as required by the algebraic equation quoted above.
The pattern of placement of the crossings in the diagram corresponds to the factors R ⊗ I and
I ⊗ R. This crucial topological move has an algebraic expression in terms of such a matrix R.
We need to study solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation that are unitary. Then the R matrix can
be seen either as a braiding matrix or as a quantum gate in a quantum computer.
3.1 Universal Gates
A two-qubit gate G is a unitary linear mapping G : V ⊗ V −→ V where V is a two complex
dimensional vector space. We say that the gate G is universal for quantum computation (or just
universal) ifG together with local unitary transformations (unitary transformations from V to V )
generates all unitary transformations of the complex vector space of dimension 2n to itself. It is
well-known [37] that CNOT is a universal gate. (On the standard basis, CNOT is the identity
when the first qubit is |0〉, and it flips the second qbit, leaving the first alone, when the first qubit
is |1〉.)
A gate G, as above, is said to be entangling if there is a vector
|αβ〉 = |α〉 ⊗ |β〉 ∈ V ⊗ V
such that G|αβ〉 is not decomposable as a tensor product of two qubits. Under these circum-
stances, one says that G|αβ〉 is entangled.
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In [5], the Brylinskis give a general criterion of G to be universal. They prove that a two-qubit
gate G is universal if and only if it is entangling.
Remark. A two-qubit pure state
|φ〉 = a|00〉+ b|01〉+ c|10〉+ d|11〉
is entangled exactly when (ad−bc) 6= 0. It is easy to use this fact to check when a specific matrix
is, or is not, entangling.
Remark. There are many gates other than CNOT that can be used as universal gates in the
presence of local unitary transformations (see [22]). Some of these are themselves topological
(unitary solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation, see [22, 1]) and themselves generate represen-
tations of the Artin braid group. Replacing CNOT by a solution to the Yang-Baxter equation
does not place the local unitary transformations as part of the corresponding representation of the
braid group. Thus such substitutions give only a partial solution to creating topological quantum
computation. In a full solution (e.g. as in [23]) all unitary operations can be built directly from
the braid group representations, and one hopes that the topology in the physics behind these rep-
resentations will give the system protection against decoherence. It remains to be seen if partial
topological computing systems can have this sort of protection.
4 Fermions, Majorana Fermions and Braiding
Fermion Algebra. Recall Fermion algebra [9]. One has Fermion annihilation operators ψ and
their conjugate creation operators ψ†. One has ψ2 = 0 = (ψ†)2. There is a fundamental commu-
tation relation
ψψ† + ψ†ψ = 1.
If you have more than one standard Fermion operator, say ψ and φ, then they anti-commute:
ψφ = −φψ.
The Majorana Fermions [36, 10] c satisfy c† = c so that they are their own anti-particles. They
have a different algebra structure than standard Fermions, as we shall see below. The reader may
be curious just why the Majorana Fermions are assigned a Clifford algebra structure, as we are
about to do. We give a mathematical motivation below, by showing that, with this Clifford alge-
bra structure, a standard Fermion is generated by two Majorana Fermions. One way of putting
this is that we can use c1 = (ψ + ψ
†)/2, c2 = (ψ − ψ†)/(2i) to make two operators satisfying
c†i = ci for i = 1, 2.We shall see that c1 and c2 satisfy Clifford algebra identities.
Majorana Fermion operators can model quasi-particles, and they are related to braiding and to
topological quantum computing. A group of researchers [33, 2] have found quasiparticle Majo-
rana Fermions in edge effects in nano-wires. (A line of Fermions could have a Majorana Fermion
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happen non-locally from one end of the line to the other.) The Fibonacci model that we discuss
[23, 34] is also based on Majorana particles, possibly related to collective electronic excitations.
If P is a Majorana Fermion particle, then P can interact with itself to either produce itself or to
annihilate itself. This is the simple “fusion algebra” for this particle. One can write P 2 = P + ∗
to denote the two possible self-interactions of the particle P, as we have discussed in the intro-
duction. The patterns of interaction and braiding of such a particle P give rise to the Fibonacci
model [23].
Majoranas make Fermions. Majorana operators [36] are related to standard Fermions as fol-
lows: We first take two Majorana operators c1 and c2. The algebra for Majoranas is c1 = c
†
1,
c2 = c
†
2 and c1c2 = −c2c1 if c1 and c2 are distinct Majorana Fermions with c21 = 1 and c22 = 1.
Thus the operator algebra for a collection of Majorana particles is a Clifford algebra. One can
make a standard Fermion operator from two Majorana operators via
ψ = (c1 + ic2)/2,
ψ† = (c1 − ic2)/2.
Note, for example, that
ψ2 = (c1 + ic2)(c1 + ic2)/4 = c
2
1 − c22 + i(c1c2 + c2c1) = 0 + i0 = 0.
Similarly one can mathematically make two Majorana operators from any single Fermion opera-
tor via
c1 = (ψ + ψ
†)/2
c2 = (ψ − ψ†)/(2i).
This simple relationship between the Fermion creation and annihilation algebra and an under-
lying Clifford algebra has long been a subject of speculation in physics. Only recently have
experiments shown (indirect) evidence [33] for Majorana Fermions underlying the electron.
Braiding. Let there be given a set of Majorana operators {c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn} so that c2i = 1 for
all i and cicj = −cjci for i 6= j. Then there are natural braiding operators [10, 34] that act on the
vector space with these ck as the basis. The operators are mediated by algebra elements
τk = (1 + ck+1ck)/
√
2,
τ−1k = (1− ck+1ck)/
√
2.
Then the braiding operators are
Tk : Span{c1, c2, . . . , , cn} −→ Span{c1, c2, . . . , , cn}
via
Tk(x) = τkxτ
−1
k .
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The braiding is simply:
Tk(ck) = ck+1,
Tk(ck+1) = −ck,
and Tk is the identity otherwise. This gives a very nice unitary representaton of the Artin braid
group and it deserves better understanding.
That there is much more to this braiding is indicated by the following result.
Clifford Braiding Theorem. Let C be the Clifford algebra over the real numbers generated by
linearly independent elements {c1, c2, . . . cn} with c2k = 1 for all k and ckcl = −clck for k 6= l.
Then the algebra elements τk = (1 + ck+1ck)/
√
2, form a representation of the (circular) Artin
braid group. That is, we have {τ1, τ2, . . . τn−1, τn} where τk = (1 + ck+1ck)/
√
2 for 1 ≤ k < n
and τn = (1 + c1cn)/
√
2, and τkτk+1τk = τk+1τkτk+1 for all k and τiτj = τjτi when |i− j| > 2.
Note that each braiding generator τk has order 8.
Proof. Let ak = ck+1ck. Examine the following calculation:
τkτk+1τk = (
√
2/2)(1 + ak+1)(1 + ak)(1 + ak+1)
= (
√
2/2)(1 + ak + ak+1 + ak+1ak)(1 + ak+1)
= (
√
2/2)(1 + ak + ak+1 + ak+1ak + ak+1 + akak+1 + ak+1ak+1 + ak+1akak+1)
= (
√
2/2)(1 + ak + ak+1 + ck+2ck + ak+1 + ckck+2 − 1− ckck+1)
= (
√
2/2)(ak + ak+1 + ak+1 + ck+1ck)
= (
√
2/2)(2ak + 2ak+1)
= (
√
2/2)(ak + ak+1).
Since the end result is symmetric under the interchange of k and k + 1, we conclude that
τkτk+1τk = τk+1τkτk+1.
Note that this braiding relation works circularly if we define τn = (1 + c1cn)/
√
2. It is easy to
see that τiτj = τjτi when |i− j| > 2. This completes the proof. 
This representation of the (circular) Artin braid group is significant for the topological physics
of Majorana Fermions. This part of the structure needs further study. We discuss its relationship
with the work of Mo-Lin Ge in the next section.
Remark. It is worth noting that a triple of Majorana Fermions say x, y, z gives rise to a repre-
sentation of the quaternion group. This is a generalization of the well-known association of Pauli
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matrices and quaternions. We have x2 = y2 = z2 = 1 and, when different, they anti-commute.
Let I = yx, J = zy,K = xz. Then
I2 = J2 = K2 = IJK = −1,
giving the quaternions. The operators
X = σI = (1/
√
2)(1 + I)
Y = σJ = (1/
√
2)(1 + J)
Z = σK = (1/
√
2)(1 +K)
braid one another:
XYX = Y XY,XZX = ZXZ, Y ZY = ZY Z.
This is a special case of the braid group representation described above for an arbitrary list of
Majorana Fermions. These braiding operators are entangling and so can be used for universal
quantum computation, but they give only partial topological quantum computation due to the
interaction with single qubit operators not generated by them.
Remark. We can see just how the braid group relation arises in the Clifford Braiding Theorem
as follows. Let A and B be given algebra elements with
A2 = B2 = −1
and
AB = −BA.
(For example we can let A = ck+1ck and B = ck+2ck+1 as above.)
Then we see immediately that ABA = −BAA = −B(−1) = B and BAB = A.
Let
σA = (1 + A)/
√
2
and
σB = (1 +B)/
√
2.
Then
σAσBσA = (1 + A)(1 +B)(1 + A)/(2
√
2)
= (1 +B + A+ AB)(1 + A)/(2
√
2)
= (1 +B + A+ AB + A+BA + A2 + ABA)/(2
√
2)
= (B + 2A+ ABA)/(2
√
2)
= 2(A+B)/(2
√
2)
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= (A+B)/(
√
2).
From this it follows by symmetry that σAσBσA = σBσAσB.
The relations ABA = B and BAB = A play a key role in conjunction with the fact that A
and B have square equal to minus one. We further remark that there is a remarkable similarity
in the formal structure of this derivation and the way elements of the Temperley-Lieb algebra
[23, 30] can be combined to form a representation of the Artin Braid group. In Temperley-Lieb
algebra one has elements R and S with RSR = R and SRS = S where R2 = R and S2 = S.
The Temperley-Lieb algebra also gives rise to representations of the braid group and this is used
in the Fibonacci Model [30]. Both the Clifford algebra and the Temperley-Lieb algebra are asso-
ciated with Majorana Fermions. The Clifford algebra is associated with the annihilation/creation
algebra and the Temperley-Lieb algebra is associated with the fusion algebra (see [30] for a de-
tailed discussion of the two algebras in relation to Majoranas). We will explore the relationship
further in the next section.
Note that if we have a collection of operatorsMk such that
M2k = −1,
MkMk+1 = −Mk+1Mk
and
MiMj = MjMi
when |i− j| ≥ 2, then the operators
σi = (1 +Mi)/
√
2
give a representation of the Artin Braid group. This is a way to generalize the Clifford Braiding
Theorem, since defining Mi = ci+1ci gives exactly such a set of operators, and the observation
about braiding we give above extends to a proof of the more general theorem. One says that the
operatorsMk generate an extraspecial 2-group [38].
Extraspecial 2-Group Braiding Theorem. Let {M1, · · · ,Mn} generate an extraspecial 2-group
as above. Then the operators σi = (1+Mi)/
√
2 for i = 1, · · · , n− 1 give a representation of the
Artin Braid Group with σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| ≥ 2 and σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.
Proof. The proof follows at once from the discussion above. 
Remark. In the next section we will see examples of braid group representations that arise from
the Braiding Theorem, but are of a different character than the representations that come from
the Clifford Braiding Theorem.
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T(x) = y
T(y) = - x
x
x
x
x
y
y
y
y
Figure 4: Braiding Action on a Pair of Fermions
The braiding operators in the Clifford Braiding Theorem can be seen to act on the vector
space over the complex numbers that is spanned by the Majorana Fermions {c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn}.
To see how this works, let x = ck and y = ck+1 from the basis above. Let
s =
1 + yx√
2
,
T (p) = sps−1 = (
1 + yx√
2
)p(
1− yx√
2
),
and verify that T (x) = y and T (y) = −x. Now view Figure 4 where we have illustrated a
topological interpretation for the braiding of two Fermions. In the topological interpretation the
two Fermions are connected by a flexible belt. On interchange, the belt becomes twisted by 2pi.
In the topological interpretation a twist of 2pi corresponds to a phase change of −1. (For more
information on this topological interpretation of 2pi rotation for Fermions, see [12].) Without a
further choice it is not evident which particle of the pair should receive the phase change. The
topology alone tells us only the relative change of phase between the two particles. The Clifford
algebra for Majorana Fermions makes a specific choice in the matter by using the linear ordering
of the Majorana operators {c1 . . . cn}, and in this way fixes the representation of the braiding. In
saying this, we are just referring to the calculational form above where with x prior to y in the
ordering, the braiding operator assigns the minus sign to one of them and not to the other.
A remarkable feature of this braiding representation of Majorana Fermions is that it applies
to give a representation of the n-strand braid group Bn for any row of n Majorana Fermions. It
is not restricted to the quaternion algebra. Nevertheless, we shall now examine the braiding rep-
resentations of the quaternions. These representations are very rich and can be used in situations
(such as Fibonacci particles) involving particles that are their own anti-particles (analogous to the
Majorana Fermions underlying electrons). Such particles can occur in collectivities of electrons
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as in the quantum Hall effect. In such situations it is theorized that one can examine the local in-
teraction properties of the Majorana particles and then the braidings associated to triples of them
(the quaternion cases) can come into play very strongly. In the case of electrons in nano-wires,
one at the present time must make do with long range correlations between ends of the wires and
forgoe such local interactions. Nevertheless, it is the purpose of this paper to juxtapose the full
story about three strand braid group representations of the quaternions in the hope that this will
lead to deeper understanding of the possibilities for even the electronic Majorana Fermions.
5 Remark on the Temperley-Lieb Algebra and Braiding from
Majorana Operators
Let {c1, · · · , cn} be a set of Majorana Fermion operators so that c2i = 1 and cicj = −cjci for
i 6= j. Recall [12] that the n-strand Termperley-Lieb algebra TLn is generated by {Ui, · · · , Un−1}
with the relations ( for an appropriate scalar δ) U2i = δUi, UiUi±1Ui = Ui and UiUj = UjUi for
|i − j| ≥ 2. Here we give a Majorana fermion representation of Temperley-Lieb algebra that is
related to the Ivanov braid group representation that we have discussed in prvevious sections of
the paper.
First define A and B as A = cici+1, B = ci−1ci so that A2 = B2 = −1 and AB = −BA.
Note the following relations: Let U = (1+ iA) and V = (1+ iB). Then U2 = 2U and V 2 = 2V
and UV U = V and V UV = U.
Thus a Majorana fermion representation of the Temperley-Lieb algebra is given by:
Uk =
1√
2
(1 + ick+1ck), (10)
U2k =
√
2Uk, (11)
UkUk±1Uk = Uk, (12)
UkUj = UjUk for|k − j| ≥ 2. (13)
Hence we have a representation of the Temperley-Lieb algebra with loop value
√
2. Using this
representation of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, we can construct (via the Jones representation of
the braid group to the Temperley-Lieb agebra) another apparent represention of the braid group
that is based on Majorana Fermions. In order to see this representation more explicitly, note that
the Jones representation can be formulated as
σk = AUK + A
−11
σ−1k = A
−1Uk + A1
where
−A2 − A−2 = δ
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and δ is the loop value for the Temperley-Lieb algebra so that U2k = δUk [12].
In the case of the Temperley-Lieb algebra constructed from Majorana Fermion operators
described above, we take A such that
−A2 − A−2 =
√
2
and
σk = AUk + A
−11
= A
1√
2
(1 + ick+1ck) + A
−11
= (A
1√
2
+ A−1) + (iA
1√
2
)ck+1ck.
Note that with
A2 + A−2 = −
√
2,
x = (A
1√
2
+ A−1),
and
y = (iA
1√
2
),
then x2 = y2. In fact the condition x2 = y2 is by itself a sufficient condition for the braiding
relation to be satisfied.
Remark. Note that x2 − y2 = (x + y)(x− y) and so the condition x2 = y2 is equivalent to the
the condition that x = +y or x = −y. This means that the the braiding representatation that we
have constructed for Majorana Fermion operators via the Temperley-Lieb representation is not
different from the one we first constructed from the Clifford Braiding Theorem. More precisely,
we have the result of the Theorem below.
Theorem. Suppose that α2 = β2 = −1 and αβ = −βα. Define
σα = x+ yα
and
σβ = x+ yβ.
Then x2 = y2 is a sufficient condition for the braiding relation
σασβσα = σβσασβ
to be satisfied. Since x2 = y2 is satisfied by y = x or y = −x, we have the two possibilities:
σα = x
√
2[(1 + α)/
√
2]
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and
σα = x
√
2[(1− α)/
√
2].
In other words, braiding representations that arise in this way will be equivalent to the original
braiding represenatation of Ivanov that we have derived from the Clifford Braiding Theorem.
Proof. Given the hypothesis of the Theorem, note that αβα = −βα2 = β. Thus, we have
σασβσα = (x+ yα)(x+ yβ)(x+ yα)
= (x2 + xyβ + xyα+ y2αβ)(x+ yα)
= x3 + x2yβ + x2yα+ xy2αβ + x2yα+ xy2βα + xy2α2 + y3αβα
= x3 + x2yβ + x2yα+ x2yα+ xy2(−1) + y3β
= x3 − xy2 + (x2y + y3)β + 2x2yα.
This expression will be symmetric in α and β if x2y+y3 = 2x2y, or equivalently, if y(−x2+y2) =
0. Thus the expression will be symmetric if x2 = y2. Since the braiding relation asserts the sym-
metry of this expression, this completes the proof of the Theorem. 
6 Majorana Fermions Generate Universal Braiding Gates
Recall that in Section 3 we showed how to construct braid group representations. Let Tk : Vn −→
Vn defined by
Tk(v) = τkvτ
−1
k
be defined as in Section 3. Note that τ−1k =
1√
2
(1− ck+1ck). It is then easy to verify that
Tk(ck) = ck+1,
Tk(ck+1) = −ck
and that Tk is the identity otherwise.
For universality, take n = 4 and regard each Tk as operating on V ⊗ V where V is a single
qubit space. Then the braiding operator T2 satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation and is an entan-
gling operator. So we have universal gates (in the presence of single qubit unitary operators)
from Majorana Fermions. If experimental work shows that Majorana Fermions can be detected
and controlled, then it is possible that quantum computers based on these topological unitary
representations will be constructed. Note that the matrix form R of T2 is
R =


1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1


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Here we take the ordered basis {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉} for the corresponding 2-qubit space V ⊗V
so that
R|00〉 = |00〉, R|01〉 = |10〉,
R|10〉 = −|01〉, R|11〉 = |11〉.
It is not hard to verify that R satisfies the Yang-Baxter Equation. To see that it is entangling we
take the state |φ〉 = a|0〉+ b|1〉 and test R on
|φ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 = a2|00〉+ ab|01〉+ ab|10〉+ b2|11〉
and find that
R(|φ〉 ⊗ |φ〉) = a2|00〉+ ab|10〉 − ab|01〉+ b2|11〉.
The determinant of this state is a2b2 + (ab)(ab) = 2a2b2. Thus when both a and b are non-zero,
we have that R(|φ〉 ⊗ |φ〉) is entangled. This proves that R is an entangling operator, as we have
claimed. This calculation shows that a fragment of the Majorana operator braiding can be used
to make a universal quantum gate, and so to produce partial topological quantum computing if
realized physically.
7 The Bell-Basis Matrix and Majorana Fermions
We can say more about braiding by using the operators τk =
1√
2
(1 + ck+1ck), as these operators
have natural matrix representations. In particular, consider the Bell-Basis MatrixBII that is given
as follows:
BII =
1√
2


1 0 0 1
0 1 −1 0
0 1 1 0
−1 0 0 1

 = 1√2
(
I +M
) (
M2 = −1) (14)
where
M =


0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0

 (15)
and we define
Mi = I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · I ⊗M ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I
where there are n tensor factors in all andM occupies the i and i+ 1-st positions. Then one can
verify that theses matrices satisfy the relations of an “extraspecial 2-group” [38, 8]. The relations
are as follows.
MiMi±1 = −Mi±1Mi, M2 = −I, (16)
MiMj = MjMi,
∣∣i− j∣∣ ≥ 2. (17)
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In fact, we can go further and identify a collection of Majorana Fermion operators behind
these relations. Note that
M =


0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0

 =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 . (18)
Let
A =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , B =


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 . (19)
Then we have M = AB and A2 = B2 = I while AB + BA = 0. Thus we can take A and B
themselves as Majorana Fermion operators. By the same token, we have
Mi = I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · I ⊗AB ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I
so that if we define
Ai = I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · I ⊗ A⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I
and
Bi = I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · I ⊗ B ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I.
Thus
Mi = AiBi.
By direct calculation (details omitted here) , we find the following relations:
A2i = B
2
i = 1, (20)
AiBi = −BiAi, (21)
AiBi+1 = −Bi+1Ai, (22)
Ai+1Bi = BiAi+1, (23)
AiBj = BjAi, for |i− j| > 1 (24)
AiAj = AjAi (25)
BiBj = BjBi for all i and j. (26)
Definition. Call a list of pairs of Majorana operators that satisfies the above identities a string of
Majorana operators or Majorana string.
Theorem. Let Ai, Bi (i = 1, · · · , n) be a Majorana string. Then the product operators Mi =
AiBi (i = 1, · · · , n) define an extraspecial 2-group and hence the operators σi = (1 +Mi)/
√
2
for i = 1, · · · , n− 1 give a representation of the Artin Braid Group.
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Proof. We must verify that theMi = AiBi satisfy the relations for an extraspecial 2-group. To
this end, note thatM2i = AiBiAiBi = −AiAiBiBi = −1 and that (using the relations for a string
of Majorana operators as above)
MiMi+1 = AiBiAi+1Bi+1 = AiAi+1BiBi+1
while
Mi+1Mi = Ai+1Bi+1AiBi = −Ai+1AiBi+1Bi.
ThusMiMi+1 = −Mi+1Mi.We leave to the reader to check that for |i−j| ≥ 2, MiMj =MjMi.
This completes the proof that theMi form an extraspecial 2-group. The braiding representation
then follows from the Extraspecial 2-Group Braiding Theorem.
Remark. It is remarkable that these matrices representing Majorana Fermion operators give, so
simply, a braid group representation and that the pattern behind this representation generalizes
to any string of Majorana operators. Kauffman and Lomonaco [22] observed that BII satisfies
the Yang-Baxter equation and is an entangling gate. Hence BII =
1√
2
(
I +M
) (
M2 = −1)
is a universal quantum gate in the sense of this paper. It is of interest to understand the possible
relationships of topological entanglement (linking and knotting) and quantum entanglement. See
[22] for more than one point of view on this question.
Remarks. The operatorsMi take the place here of the products of Majorana Fermions ci+1ci in
the Ivanov picture of braid group representation in the form τi = (1/
√
2)(1 + ci+1ci). This ob-
servation gives a concrete interpretation of these braiding operators and relates them to a Hamil-
tonian for a physical system by an observation of Mo-Lin Ge [8]. Mo-Lin Ge shows that the
observation of Ivanov [10] that τk = (1/
√
2)(1 + ck+1ck) = exp(ck+1ckpi/4) can be extended by
defining
R˘k(θ) = e
θck+1ck .
Then R˘i(θ) satisfies the full Yang-Baxter equation with rapidity parameter θ. That is, we have
the equation
R˘i(θ1)R˘i+1(θ2)R˘i(θ3) = R˘i+1(θ3)R˘i(θ2)R˘i+1(θ1).
This makes if very clear that R˘i(θ) has physical significance, and suggests examining the physi-
cal process for a temporal evolution of the unitary operator R˘i(θ).
In fact. following [8], we can construct a Kitaev chain [34, 35] based on the solution R˘i(θ)
of the Yang-Baxter Equation. Let a unitary evolution be governed by R˘k(θ). When θ in the
unitary operator R˘k(θ) is time-dependent, we define a state |ψ(t)〉 by |ψ(t)〉 = R˘k|ψ(0)〉. With
the Schroedinger equation i~ ∂
∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Hˆ(t)|ψ(t)〉 one obtains:
i~
∂
∂t
[R˘k|ψ(0)〉] = Hˆ(t)R˘k|ψ(0)〉. (27)
Then the Hamiltonian Hˆk(t) related to the unitary operator R˘k(θ) is obtained by the formula:
Hˆi(t) = i~
∂R˘k
∂t
R˘−1k . (28)
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Substituting R˘k(θ) = exp(θck+1ck) into equation (28), we have:
Hˆk(t) = i~θ˙ck+1ck. (29)
This Hamiltonian describes the interaction between k-th and (k+ 1)-th sites via the parameter θ˙.
When θ = n× pi
4
, the unitary evolution corresponds to the braiding progress of two nearest Majo-
rana Fermion sites in the system as we have described it above. Here n is an integer and signifies
the time of the braiding operation. We remark that it is interesting to examine this periodicity
of the appearance of the topological phase in the time evolution of this Hamiltonian. (Compare
with discussion in [39].) For applications, one may consider processes that let the Hamiltonian
take the the system right to one of these topological points and then this Hamiltonian cuts off.
This goes beyond the work of Ivanov, who examines the representation on Majoranas obtained
by conjugating by these operators. The Ivanov representation is of order two, while this repre-
sentation is of order eight.
Mo-Lin Ge points out that if we only consider the nearest-neighbour interactions between
Majorana Fermions, and extend equation (29) to an inhomogeneous chain with 2N sites, the
derived model is expressed as:
Hˆ = i~
N∑
k=1
(θ˙1c2kc2k−1 + θ˙2c2k+1c2k), (30)
with θ˙1 and θ˙2 describing odd-even and even-odd pairs, respectively.
The Hamiltonian derived from R˘i(θ(t)) corresponding to the braiding of nearest Majorana
Fermion sites is exactly the same as the 1D wire proposed by Kitaev [34], and θ˙1 = θ˙2 cor-
responds to the phase transition point in the “superconducting” chain. By choosing different
time-dependent parameters θ1 and θ2, one finds that the Hamiltonian Hˆ corresponds to different
phases. These observations of Mo-Lin Ge give physical substance and significance to the Majo-
rana Fermion braiding operators discovered by Ivanov [10], putting them into a robust context of
Hamiltonian evolution via the simple Yang-Baxterization R˘i(θ) = e
θci+1ci.
In [22], Kauffman and Lomonaco observe that the Bell Basis Change Matrix BII , is a solu-
tion to the Yang-Baxter equation. This solution can be seen as a 4 × 4 matrix representation for
the operator R˘i(θ). One can ask whether there is relation between topological order, quantum en-
tanglement and braiding. This is the case for the Kitaev chain where non-local Majorana modes
are entangled and have braiding structure.
As we have pointed out above, Ge makes the further observation, that the Bell-Basis Matrix
BII can be used to construct an extraspecial 2-group and a braid representation that has the same
properties as the Ivanov braiding for the Kitaev chain. We have pointed out that this extraspecial
2-group comes from a string of Majorana matrix operators (described above). This suggests al-
ternate physical interpretations that need to be investigated in a sequel to this paper.
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8 Appendix on SU(2)Representations of the Artin BraidGroup
This appendix is determines all the representations of the three strand Artin braid group B3 to
the special unitary group SU(2) and concomitantly to the unitary group U(2). One regards the
groups SU(2) and U(2) as acting on a single qubit, and so U(2) is usually regarded as the group
of local unitary transformations in a quantum information setting. If one is looking for a coherent
way to represent all unitary transformations by way of braids, then U(2) is the place to start. Here
we will give an example of a representation of the three-strand braid group that generates a dense
subset of SU(2) (the Fibonacci model [34, 23]). Thus it is a fact that local unitary transformations
can be ”generated by braids” in many ways. The braid group representations related to Majorana
Fermions are also seen to have their roots in these quaternion representations, as we shall see at
the end of the appendix.
We begin with the structure of SU(2). A matrix in SU(2) has the form
M =
(
z w
−w¯ z¯
)
,
where z and w are complex numbers, and z¯ denotes the complex conjugate of z. To be in SU(2)
it is required that Det(M) = 1 and thatM † = M−1 where Det denotes determinant, andM † is
the conjugate transpose ofM. Thus if z = a+bi and w = c+diwhere a, b, c, d are real numbers,
and i2 = −1, then
M =
(
a+ bi c+ di
−c+ di a− bi
)
with a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 1. It is convenient to write
M = a
(
1 0
0 1
)
+ b
(
i 0
0 −i
)
+ c
(
0 1
−1 0
)
+ d
(
0 i
i 0
)
,
and to abbreviate this decomposition as
M = a+ bI + cJ + dK
where
1 ≡
(
1 0
0 1
)
, I ≡
(
i 0
0 −i
)
, J ≡
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, K ≡
(
0 i
i 0
)
so that
I2 = J2 = K2 = IJK = −1
and
IJ = K, JK = I,KI = J
JI = −K,KJ = −I, IK = −J.
The algebra of 1, I, J,K is called the quaternions after William Rowan Hamilton who discovered
this algebra prior to the discovery of matrix algebra. Thus the unit quaternions are identified with
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SU(2) in this way. We shall use this identification, and some facts about the quaternions to find
the SU(2) representations of braiding. First we recall some facts about the quaternions. For a
detailed exposition of basics for quaternions see [12].
1. Note that if q = a + bI + cJ + dK (as above), then q† = a − bI − cJ − dK so that
qq† = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 1.
2. A general quaternion has the form q = a + bI + cJ + dK where the value of qq† =
a2 + b2 + c2 + d2, is not fixed to unity. The length of q is by definition
√
qq†.
3. A quaternion of the form rI+sJ+tK for real numbers r, s, t is said to be a pure quaternion.
We identify the set of pure quaternions with the vector space of triples (r, s, t) of real
numbers R3.
4. Thus a general quaternion has the form q = a + bu where u is a pure quaternion of unit
length and a and b are arbitrary real numbers. A unit quaternion (element of SU(2)) has
the additional property that a2 + b2 = 1.
5. If u is a pure unit length quaternion, then u2 = −1.Note that the set of pure unit quaternions
forms the two-dimensional sphere S2 = {(r, s, t)|r2 + s2 + t2 = 1} in R3.
6. If u, v are pure quaternions, then
uv = −u · v + u× v
whre u · v is the dot product of the vectors u and v, and u× v is the vector cross product of
u and v. In fact, one can take the definition of quaternion multiplication as
(a+ bu)(c+ dv) = ac + bc(u) + ad(v) + bd(−u · v + u× v),
and all the above properties are consequences of this definition. Note that quaternion mul-
tiplication is associative.
7. Let g = a+bu be a unit length quaternion so that u2 = −1 and a = cos(θ/2), b = sin(θ/2)
for a chosen angle θ. Define φg : R
3 −→ R3 by the equation φg(P ) = gPg†, for P any
point in R3, regarded as a pure quaternion. Then φg is an orientation preserving rotation of
R3 (hence an element of the rotation group SO(3)). Specifically, φg is a rotation about the
axis u by the angle θ. The mapping
φ : SU(2) −→ SO(3)
is a two-to-one surjective map from the special unitary group to the rotation group. In
quaternionic form, this result was proved by Hamilton and by Rodrigues in the middle of
the nineteeth century. The specific formula for φg(P ) is shown below:
φg(P ) = gPg
−1 = (a2 − b2)P + 2ab(P × u) + 2(P · u)b2u.
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We want a representation of the three-strand braid group in SU(2). This means that we want
a homomorphism ρ : B3 −→ SU(2), and hence we want elements g = ρ(s1) and h = ρ(s2) in
SU(2) representing the braid group generators s1 and s2. Since s1s2s1 = s2s1s2 is the generating
relation for B3, the only requirement on g and h is that ghg = hgh. We rewrite this relation as
h−1gh = ghg−1, and analyze its meaning in the unit quaternions.
Suppose that g = a + bu and h = c + dv where u and v are unit pure quaternions so that
a2 + b2 = 1 and c2 + d2 = 1. then ghg−1 = c + dφg(v) and h−1gh = a + bφh−1(u). Thus it
follows from the braiding relation that a = c, b = ±d, and that φg(v) = ±φh−1(u). However, in
the case where there is a minus sign we have g = a+ bu and h = a− bv = a+ b(−v). Thus we
can now prove the following Theorem.
Theorem. Let u and v be pure unit quaternions and g = a + bu and h = c + dv have unit
length. Then (without loss of generality), the braid relation ghg = hgh is true if and only if
h = a + bv, and φg(v) = φh−1(u). Furthermore, given that g = a + bu and h = a + bv, the
condition φg(v) = φh−1(u) is satisfied if and only if u · v = a2−b22b2 when u 6= v. If u = v then
g = h and the braid relation is trivially satisfied.
Proof. We have proved the first sentence of the Theorem in the discussion prior to its statement.
Therefore assume that g = a+ bu, h = a+ bv, and φg(v) = φh−1(u).We have already stated the
formula for φg(v) in the discussion about quaternions:
φg(v) = gvg
−1 = (a2 − b2)v + 2ab(v × u) + 2(v · u)b2u.
By the same token, we have
φh−1(u) = h
−1uh = (a2 − b2)u+ 2ab(u×−v) + 2(u · (−v))b2(−v)
= (a2 − b2)u+ 2ab(v × u) + 2(v · u)b2(v).
Hence we require that
(a2 − b2)v + 2(v · u)b2u = (a2 − b2)u+ 2(v · u)b2(v).
This equation is equivalent to
2(u · v)b2(u− v) = (a2 − b2)(u− v).
If u 6= v, then this implies that
u · v = a
2 − b2
2b2
.
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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The Majorana Fermion Example. Note the case of the theorem where
g = a+ bu, h = a+ bv.
Suppose that u · v = 0. Then the theorem tells us that we need a2− b2 = 0 and since a2+ b2 = 1,
we conclude that a = 1/
√
2 and b likewise. For definiteness, then we have for the braiding
generators (since I , J and K are mutually orthogonal) the three operators
A =
1√
2
(1 + I),
B =
1√
2
(1 + J),
C =
1√
2
(1 +K).
Each pair satisfies the braiding relation so thatABA = BAB,BCB = CBC,ACA = CAC.We
have already met this braiding triplet in our discussion of the construction of braiding operators
from Majorana Fermions in Section 3. This shows (again) how close Hamilton’s quaternions are
to topology and how braiding is fundamental to the structure of Fermionic physics.
The Fibonacci Example. Let
g = eIθ = a+ bI
where a = cos(θ) and b = sin(θ). Let
h = a+ b[(c2 − s2)I + 2csK]
where c2 + s2 = 1 and c2 − s2 = a2−b2
2b2
. Then we can rewrite g and h in matrix form as the
matrices G andH. Instead of writing the explicit form ofH, we writeH = FGF † where F is an
element of SU(2) as shown below.
G =
(
eiθ 0
0 e−iθ
)
F =
(
ic is
is −ic
)
This representation of braiding where one generator G is a simple matrix of phases, while the
other generator H = FGF † is derived from G by conjugation by a unitary matrix, has the
possibility for generalization to representations of braid groups (with more than three strands) to
SU(n) or U(n) for n greater than 2. In fact we shall see just such representations [23] by using a
version of topological quantum field theory. The simplest example is given by
g = e7piI/10
f = Iτ +K
√
τ
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h = fgf−1
where τ 2 + τ = 1. Then g and h satisfy ghg = hgh and generate a representation of the three-
strand braid group that is dense in SU(2).We shall call this the Fibonacci representation of B3
to SU(2).
At this point we can close this paper with the speculation that braid group representations
such as this Fibonacci representation can be realized in the context of electrons in nano-wires.
The formalism is the same as our basic Majorana representation. It has the form of a braiding
operator of the form
exp(θyx)
where x and y are Majorana operators and the angle θ is not equal to pi/4 as is required in
the full Majorana representation. For a triple {x, y, z} of Majorana operators, any quaternion
representation is available. Note how this will effect the conjugation representation: Let T =
r+syx where r and s are real numbers with r2+s2 = 1 (the cosine and sine of θ), chosen so that
a representation of the braid group is formed at the triplet (quaternion level). Then T−1 = r−syx
and the reader can verify that
TxT−1 = (r2 − s2)x+ 2rsy,
TyT−1 = (r2 − s2)y − 2rsx.
Thus we see that the original Fermion exchange occurs with r = s and then the sign on −2rs
is the well-known sign change in the exchange of Fermions. Here it is generalized to a more
complex linear combination of the two particle/operators.
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